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AUTHOR t S NOTE

At first

conce~tion,

I intended to have my pro

ject embrace the entire span of primitive art.

Primi

tive art was to be related to contemporary design through
practical a plication of the design motifs, or studio
work.

The main emphasis was to be placed upon the design

itself, rather t.
art.

upon the historical aspects of the

I found, however, that l.n order to study the de

sign, I had to acquire a feeling for the scope of primi
tive art from which I could narrow the project to a few
specific areas.
ground readln

Therefore, I

concentrat~d

upon back

during the first semester, followed by

studio work and visual stimulation (travel and art mu
seums) during January, and terminated with an emphasis
upon writing, along with some studio work, during the
second semester.

The background reading and the writing

of this paper are concerned exclusively with primitive
art, while my studio work serves as an exoression of
contemporary design.
For the most part,

~y

projeot has been of an indiVid

ually rewarding nature due to an extensive amo.unt of
reading and studio work.

My paper functions as the

major means of communication of my own experiences and

findings.

It 1s an attempt to share with others

the ideas which I have found particularly stimulat
ing and worthwhile during the course of the year.
In other words, the written portion does not intend
to summarize all of the phases of primitive art
which I have studied during the past year; rather,
it is indicative of the type of pursuit with which
I

became involved.

It 1s neither

~hlstorical

survey

nor a specifio and thorough study of one area of
primitive art.

I~steadt

my paper is a series of

essgys focusing upon primitive art in general, and
upon some of the gspects of primitive art with which
I became concerned in particular.

1

INTRODUCTION

Art is timel ss; it has alway
form and it wi

always exist.

eXisted in some

Art is ever-changing

nd assuming new meaning to those who view or create
it.

Considering art to be the outward expression and

symbolism of inward emotions, through
ca

gain an increased insight into mankind as a

The symbolism use
area

its study one

may be the same i

f the globe or from t

0

two unrelated

non-contemporary

Yet, this project attempts to sho

hole.

ultures G

that this does not

necessarily indicate direct influence by one culture
upon the other;

ther, that the universality

0

design

and similiar inward motivations or environmenta
stimulations can
Therefore, b

affect mankind. in a like

relating the study of t e a r t from

tlve Qultures to that
be shown

th~t

0

rlml

contemporary cultures, it will

a certain universality of design funda

entals does eX1st.
extent to wh1c

anner.

It 1s also relevant to note the

this relationship between contemporary

de ign and primitive design exists.
Primitive art,

or the most part, 1s total y

original, limited in scope, and executed With the
least amount of materials and guida ce.

The contempor

ry artists have, on the other hand, access to all the

2

art stic innovations and works
created for centurie

f art that ha e been

before them.

I

addition they

have the tools, materials, and the fruits of mo ern
technol

readily available to achieve almost a

color, texture,

hap

or effect de ired.

the environmental co trasts betwee

Because of

these two cultural

extre e • the extent to which any artistic relation
ship does exist, an

the fact that this relationship

exists at all. 1s significant.
study ha

The purpose of this

been, therefore, to dete

primitive art, how primitive art fit

ine the scope of
into the

evolution of design (perhaps, including a discussion
of why it 1s rarely included in a survey study of
art

tstor), and

hat relevancy prtmitive art has to

our co temporary technological society.

J

· IVE ART,
N TEE SF

STU I

?

Many s rveys

f art hlsto y begin with a few

wor s about cave paint ng and terminate
ings by

bstract expressionists, or perhaps op

artist.
on

he great majority of emphas s is p aced up

that has

een cr&ated between t is so-call

"beginning and end
ie

ar.

This type

0

ly oriented study is ap arently val

form

and traditions.

It does seem

artistic traditio
present day.

an

subsequen

•

the Rend.

or what I considered to be
or contemporary art.

•

rac

the path

It 1s peculiar. ho ever, that so little

I

was with th

e actual lib 

0

rim1tive art, and

It see ed to me that

too much emphasi s Was being placed
h sto

or most a t

nnovations up to our

emp asis has been given to the study
ginni

chronolog

ogical to star

from the theoretical 'beginn1ng n and

r

ith paint

n the r'middl

n mi d that I ch

to make my own study of these two e t eme
y first discovery

as that

he "pri

0

II

e

in art.
teart"

as so nonchalantly placing at the beginning of art
story

n actu

ity

elongs to no one period or time.

For all practical purpose, primitive
being
t

haracterized

tod~y

y a type of

rt 1s ageless,

c~lture

that can e 

or could have e isted centuries ago.

ave never quite in

haps this is Why art historian
cluded it in their surveys.
to place

t chronologically.

isolated

haracter, prl

Per

They are not sure where

Also,

ue to its rather

tive art can be easily

eluded frOm a step by step study of art,
apparent consequence to the sequence of

t
r

littl
st1c events.

Keen lnterest in primitive deslgn is very recent,
an

per a s in t e f ture it will rate a more specific

lace 1n ar

stu les.

In fairness, it

that the significance of

S

ou

rimitive desi n in terms of

its influence on well-known artists such as
Van Gogh, Gauguin, Vlam1nck,
frequently evaluated;

e noted

er

n, and

icasso,

atisse, was

owever, it is important to em

phasize

hat the primitive design was rarely dia
l
cussed for its own sake.
Because primitive art 1s so

arge in scope,

it is necessary to focus upon partie
Moreove , after

ery

a

aspects.

ittle reading, it becomes appar

ent that no two histor ans re

agree on What act

1

Read, Herbert,
p • .51.

Concise History of

culpture,

5

ually constitutes

rimitive art.

There ore, it be

comes diff cult to focus any study
Thus, the only way to achiev

y, to rea

0

rt

these varying o_in! ns, I finally
primitive

0

ccording to Felix Spe ser, ar

thus, e ery affecte

design, an

lsted in the bibliography.

iscovered an ade uate descri tion
a t.

~d

these varied and often contra

dictory surveys that are
In the llg t

mltive a t.

a true picture of p im

itive art is to study the actual
secondar

f p

is emotion;

person is theoretical y an ar 
eek the"beauti ul. n

1st.

Art does no

ar,

he "beautlful U can be achieved, but it should

b

an unconscious act, as
rtlst.

wit

t is with the prl

all

tiv

Art sts seek to give their emotion a

versally understandable ex resslon.

herefore, there

s no distinction between the art of primitive people
and the art of "civilized" people.

Ge ulne work

of art are as rare in a primitive society as they
are 1

any othe.

"Primitive ar

seeks expressl0 ,

elease, whereas the "beaut ful ll hardly affects
pri

ti ve man at

emo ion, muc

•n

Prim.! tl ve art lays bare

as an unsop 1stlcat

c 11

wou

does not mean to imply that primitive art 1s child

hi

6

like

r simp e-minded, but rather, that pri

art is open an

unfettere

tive

by the e nven 10ns of

2

soci ety.
terpretatio
like.

Toda, thpI

ord

ne connote

he other denotes, as

rim! ti vert ha

two 1 

the crude or ehild
au

ingert and otQer

the beginning stages of a more advanced culture
ill

nevitably foIl

attitu e of

as

w. But, returni

pel er, primitive art 1

s any other

s

hie

to the general
as much an art

reative expression.

2

Spe1 er, Felix, " rt Styles in the Pacific," n
Faces of P im1tlve
,Dougla
raser.
The
ed •• p.1J2.

HAT IS PRI1UTIVE CULTURE?
Primitive art is much more related. to "civilized ll
art than primitive culture is related to civilized

culture, however.

I use the word "civl1ized tl to refer

to a socletl such as ours La today instead of the
word r'contempor ry-' 1n order to emp asize the polnt

that primitive society 15 neither ancient nor
ther, has no relationship to any

contemporary, but
on

period or tl e.

My use of the

rd "contemporay"

in this . p r refers to our present clv! lzed and
technologlc~l

society.

Primitive cultures have

eXisted for centuries and many
they

e

centurl s ago.

sslble to study

1

t~e

re still existing as

That 1s why it 15 almost
_fro

an historical stand

point, or to determine who influenced whom.
ri

If a

tlve society is, as Paul Wingert suggests, often

a small, iso13ted culture that has been

llowed to

deve op in its own manner, relatively free from other

cult rel influences, creating and perpetuating its
)

own art forms, then we must assume by its very nature
that each farm 1s

pri ltlve culture.
that tw

indl~enous

It is

to its own particular

uite conceivable, then,

id ly separated primitive cultures could

)Wingert, Paul - Primitive Art, P. 8.

come up with a i l ar design style.

This

ou d not

seem too extraordinary, especially, since many

0

th

islands have essentially the same environments and
mate ia s available

ust assume that it 1s due 1n part t

the universality of design expression.
one

If th re

he evolution of a motif in more tha

is evidence of
one plaoe, we

ith wh ch to make tools.

ust also keep in

may oocur more or

Never-th - eas,

ind that decorative effeots

ess unintentionally at first. an

h n give rise to others that are deliberate and

4

pI nned.
when

turally, we must ackno ledge the influence

e know that a society

other cultures, such a
primitive socl t.

as been influenced by

Raitt, which is

th

case of

Xlsting along with a supposedly

civillzed one.
If. however.

e take Felix Speiser's

a

s to

heart, then the most i portant point is the emotion
felt by the primitive Haitian which sti ulat s him to
create. The inltia emotio felt by the artist will
6l
b ~ke in determining the resulting creation, while th
way in which
b

e expresses this emot

en ironment and outside

,

o~

may be in lu nced

8tlmul~.

A prlmitive society, in its purest sense, 1s

,.
nOrnamentatl0,

Encyclopedia of world Art, Vol.X,p.846.

9

extre ely unique a
studying the orlgi

has great inter
of art or desi

t to anyon
•

One would lik

to think that whatever the primitive artist creat s is
totally

unin~luenced

and comes fro

within the man,

lrre pective of social preferenw s an

lases, except

from those of the individual society of which he is a
p rt.

Idealistic 11 , it s ems that this

free f

creatlv

ith
ma

would be

m social pr ssures or fads, and would be

indicative of the

arti t

q~t

ore basic and simple, yet

impulses of man.
would creat

po~e

ful

These 1 e lized primitive

for themselves and their society

t any considerations of commercialization or
production to influence their work.

But as with

ut pias, idealistic or purely idyllic primitive societ
ies i

which n

outside pressures interfere With the

creative process are probably "on-existent.

Pri

tiv

so ietles, though understandably less complex tha
re advanced civilizations, inflict their own typ
of social pressure

po

artists.

1n primitive art, Pa 1 Wingert

I

speaking of form

ays, Hit is essential

to recognize these highly unusual shapes for what they
a

I

the ex reasion of deeply rooted art tra itions

which dictated t r e a t extent the basic designs
that the prafe

ionally trained primitive artists were

10

to follow"
not c

5
According to Wingert, prl itlve artists did

ate just anything that popped into their heads,

but conformed to
be def

ast styes an4

radltions.

This can

ded simply by looking at various regions in

New Guinea, for e

pIe, where the design motifs from

each area are sepa

te and stylistic entit.les.

By

the design motifs alone, it 1s relatively easy to
determine the origin of any plece from

ew GUinea,

whether it be from the Seplk, Lake Sentani, or Papuan
areas, to mentio
Becaus

of this st

the most prominent in terms of design.
ng simlliarlty of design in the

pieces of art from a given area, it is obvious that
these designs

5

W1 nge rt)

0

ere fundamental and hi

p • c 1. t ., p. 9.

y

controlled.

11

HOW DOES HAITI " CULTURE A

TE TO THIS STUDY?

My good fortune in having h d the opportunity to

visit the country

0

Haiti for a week during January was

not only personally rewarding but particularly relevant
to this study of primitive art.
an

Befor

my description

thoughts concerning Haiti commence, it must be made

clear that I SaW only two facets of Haitian
extremely 1

ri us,

ife - the

ealthy tourist center , and

se eral distant and far removed missionary projects.
The tourist in Haiti finds himself living

he role of

ar1e Antoinette, eating cake while the surrounding
populace is suffering fro

malnutrlt on.

It proved to

be exceedingly fortunate that we met a d lightf
Eplscopalia

Nun, Sister Joan, who pra tic lly drove us

allover the Haitian countr side, in an attempt to show
u

the

~realt

Haiti that tourists ordinarily never get

the opportunity to see.
where there were

~rely

e went to the t p of mountains
any roads, an

far up and along

the sea, passing through country markets and to

s that

were much more typical of the people than the city
slums in Port-au-Prince.

Nelson Denny, a other Colby

College student, on the ther hand, ived for an xtended
Dti£f aJrHflA/
length of time fa into the jungles of Haiti, working for
the only white man t ere, e doctor (who died

o

1 two

onths later:).

Nelson saw suffering and

pri ltlve life that made the areas

0

Haiti I sa

appear almost mod rn by comparison.

Unquestionably,

he

However, if one

aw one Haiti

nd I saw another.

takes Nelson's expe iences and couples them with mine,
the overall p1cture becomes more complete and very sad.

Haiti 1s especially interesting to study as a
example of a primitive culture that is not isolated, but
instead

anages to coexist along with a relati ely

modern, contem
is

rary ciVilization.

s close as we

any of us. this

an get to any visualiz tlon

constit tes a prlm1 1 e soci
to

For

•

what

0

It seems incredible

ccept the fact that a country such as Hai i offers

all the modern co forts and advancements to its minority
of ric

people, and yet allows the vast majorit

masses to live in the most primitiv

of

ts

manner imaginable.

How can such striking contrast exist in such close
p oxi ity with seemingly no middle ground?
think that it would be impossible for the

One would
odern advance

m nts not to influence the primit1ve contingent.
tha

those who a

to learn from thei
the outstandingl
by the extreme cant

living primitively woul
more advanced

0

not atte pt

aunt ymen.

Instead,

ea tifu1 country of Haiti is
st of the very rich and the

rked

despe

te

,starving poor.

In orde

Haiti, one must understand the peopl

to study the art of
of Haiti and the

cultural and physical environment in which they live.
High upon the mountain tops, Haiti 1s not 1 sh in
vegetation, humid, or particUlarly tropical.

The

highla ds are surprisingly different in appearance from
the low countryside.

It is a country of extremes.

Huge bro nish mountains stretch upward into vibrant
blue skies, parallelled below by brilliant turquoise
sea.s.

In complete contrast to the pine trees and orange

clay roads of the mountains, 1s t e tropical, moist
landscape of the sea coast,
endl

Miles of beach stretch

ly, with beautiful shells and cural everywhere.

There are practically no swimmers to break the tran
qUility of the

aves which pound endlessly on the rocks.

In contrast to the deLi.3ely populated city areas or
country villages, the coastal roads are primarily empty
and deeply rutted.

One feels strangely surrounded by

the majesty of nature With the tall, powerful shapes of
the mountains to the one side, the crystal clear sea,
and sparkling white sand to the other.
ts, the skies become gloWing with reds,

en the sun
ora~ges,

purples, and hot pinks, making the tropical vegetation
appear even r1cher.

The yello . greens of the palms and

bril11ant reds of the huge clusters of polncett1as
growing wild along the road seem exceptionally vivid.
Perhaps the countryside appears to be even more colorful
I.U d-ff
due to the constant contrast it makes ~~&~ te the stark
mountains.
The people themselves add to the natural color of
Haitl.

Perhaps due to their colorful envlromneht, they

al ost always have some bright, intense color in eVidence
on their pe son.

Practically everyone walking has a

large bundle balanced on his head, which seems to call
for a head scarf of a bright color.
people are barefooted.

Most of these

Their dark ski

contrasts with

their bright clothing.
Ma.rket places, whether it be the huge "Iron Mar et"
in th

center of Port-au-Prinoe, or a country market,

are always alive with people and color.
and

Gay fabrics

ibbons, buttons, rick-rack, etcetera, taken from

apparently discarded clothing' ake up some of the produoe.
Nothing seems to be conSidered too Torn or old to be
5a1eab e.

Many examples of straw plaoemats, rugs,

baskets, and various other containers are available
in all colors
see

~nd

degrees of workmanship.-

to be produced by the hundreds.

ooden ca

tasks, drums.

statues. bowls, and tnt nite assortments of other

ings

wooden th1ngs are to be found everywhe e.' Colo ful
string

of dyed an

arnished bead

re sold.

And,

paint1ngs of every imaginable size and teohnique

crow~

every inc

len

of wa I

pace throughout the stores.

walk around se 11ng p lntln s from the streets to
tour1 ts who have probably just escaped from another
man peddling wooden sculptures.
from thes

v

sales en

hotel,for men

One 1s not even safe

hile in the seclusion of his

led

tand behind the gates and fences holding

up stat es and paintings, trying to make a sale.

It seems incredible that the only apparent influences
of contemporary Haiti on primittve Haiti are mass
production and commercialization, primarily of art works.
While there a.re many artists who

egi tlmately produce

original work, there are hundreds of others who mass
prod ce oarvings, quickly painting the same landscape

over a d over again With only the eventual income as
a goal.

has

here 1s no question but that commercialization

ined the vast majority of the so-called primitive

art of Hattt.

On the other hand, the fe

exceptions

make the art in H iti exbreme y worth hile to study.
Bef re going on, it is important to note that while
the ma or1ty of Haitian art is extreely commercial,
the very fact that all of this I'art n exists at all 18

16

hig ly significant.

Why do these people make paintings

and carvings instead of collecting shells or some other
thin

to sell, as is done on most other islands?

iev

I be

that there 1s something about this burdened and

barren primitive culture that seems to demand a creativ
outlet.

The better carved masks and statues all portray

thin, unhappy figures or face
suffering.

It is v ry rare to find a happy facial ex

pression in Haitian art.
figuri

whi h seem to be deeply

Unfortunately, these very thin

s accurately r present the

ulk of Haitian pe pIe.

Almost all children have distended stomachs from malnu
trition, while their par nts suffe
of malnutrition.

Ironically, the trees are laiden With

bananas and other fruits t and the se
which the Haitians do not eat, for som
reason.

m the aftermath

These people have malnutr1tl0

lack proper things around them to e t,

abounds with fish,
nexp icable
not

ecause they

ut because th y do

not know enough to realize what they should eat to be
hea thy.
The Haitian people
hut

w1th roofs of s raw.

ive in small cern nt and stone
One thing a

waS particularly interesting.
twenty year

ago, or

SOt

ut these huts

It appears that perhaps

there was a much greater pride

taken in the home, signs of which can still be detected

17

on the

able decorations painted on some of the older

looking h ts.

These designs were obViously done with

care and concern, and we e the only real example of art
by th

people for themselves that I saw.

It was obvious

that t is type of thing had not be done at a 1 in recent
years~

Like a pool of cool water on a hot sticky day. the
Centre d'Art 1n the heart of Port-aU-Prince, seems 11k
an artist1c oasis 1n the mid.st of chaotic hur.n",ni ty.
Paintings and sculptures by the bette
are

xhlblte

Haitian art1sts

of an old mansion.

them.

11 paint ngs elsewhere.

all

One cann t help but admire

When grouped according to artist, and properly

isplayed in this

ashion, one finally realizes that there

really are Haitian artists, and that they are quite
good.
One of the most outstanding Haitia
estimation, 1s a

an called Savain.

artists, in my

His work seem

to

stand apart on walls that are covered by intense colored
pa1ntings with multiplicity of detail.
ar as

s

It is such a relief to see these works

placed on what appear to be empty wall , after the
to

ro

1n an orderly manner on white walls 1

He paints with

f color, rather than with line, in contrast to

many Haitian artists who outline and define details with

18

great care, typical of primitive ar 1st
But,the

ost important difference in hi

his use of c lor.

i

general.
orks lies in

The majority of Haitla

artists use

a great deal of intense hue, sticking for the
to

pri~Rry

and secondary colors.

ost part

There is an amazing

amount of equally intense blue, red, yellow, orange, and
green filling the avera e Haitian painting.
th

Sgvain, on

other ha d, uses less intense colors that seem al

most pastel in comparison to the extreme intensity of
hue used by the majority of Haitians.

His paint ngs

seem to be understated next to the intricately deta led
painti
mood.
the

s of the others, and seem to generate more of a
It surprised me to note that in every art shop,

palntlf1~s

which caught my eye immediately, or stood

out the most amongst the chaos of the

s~ops,

due to their reticence, were those by Sava1n.

lrJrrically,
His style

1s extremely consistent, and highly reco nizable, though
not repetitive as is so much of the Haitian art.

It ca e

as a pleasant surprise to find still another Savain ha g
i

on the wall of an American missionary, who has lived

in Haiti for at least twenty years, and finds Savaln to
be quite e

raordinary.

Inten e color is paramount in all Haitian art

~ork.

s was menti ned earlier, this is undoubtedly due to the
intense natu al color that pervades every aspect of Hait1.

19

Bt:lght red, blues, and yellows dominate.

Second to the

color is the primitive character sties of the re resenta
tiona

I

0

not u e the word "primitive" in this case to

mean anything othe

than the attempt of the artist to in

clude as much representation of detail as he can; often
more detail than can normally be seen at one angle.

It

is typical of the primitive artist to place the emphasis
on the dominant features of something by including them
in great detail even if they cannot be seen from the view
taken by the primitive art st.

In addition, the Haitian

paintings were

of the picture space was

ery busy.

~ost

filled with figures or detall.

Sometimes there would

be only one rather unrealistic animal or person, ye
asp ct of it woul

every

be ornately detailed. in complete

oontrast to the s1 p icity of the steel sculpture, also
o

exhibition at the Centre d'Art.

The steel was cut by

a chisel and hammer from old steel drums to form almost
flat two dimensional shapes.
had h
was

0

Most of these stee

ered out areas for the eyes and nose.
the shape of the actu

pieces

The emphasis

piece of steel, however.

Ar as were cut out, forc1ng the neg tlve shapes within
the whole to playas important a role as the actual outIi e of the piece.
Painted wooden boxes, ranging from the size of che';;;,2:
to smaller Je elry boxes were the third category of art
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work found at the Centre.

The

artous exhibiting artists

decorated these boxes to be sold at the Cen rea
box was caref
an

ly done, usually i

Each

a f ower or fruit motif,

always in bright colors.
A few blocks from the Centre d'Art stands the Epis

copal Church, containing decorations in keeping with the
Haitian tradition.

Replacing the customary color pro

ided by stained glass windows, this church is decorated
wit

huge painted

urals on all of the walls.

Each panel

of the various bib e scenes was painted by a different
Haitian artist and interpreted in his own, personal, way.

APparen,l~ misinterpretations of the bible stories
are depicted in an amusing manner.

he designs, however,

are so detailed and crowded that it is impossible for
th

ave

ge layman to disco er the mistakes

great deal of study.
forma

murals ad

ithout a

The bright colors and seemingly in-

a charm to this church that makes it

unli e any I have ever seen.

What ma es these mural

even more notlcable is the fact that the church is
designed architecturally like any other traditional Epls
copalian

Church,

k ng these primitive murals even

more lncJn:ruous.
Wrought iro
found in abundance

panels of all sizes and design
n Haiti.

are

They cover the windows
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of private homes and in titutions to prevent
screens" range

~

hieve

The designs found on these

If

rom very

simple geometric shapes t

complex floral patterns.

They are an interesting example of utilitarian Haitian
art, of which I could find little.

Strangely, a Haitian

whom I met claimed t at Haiti had practically no thieves
because the punishment for theft was so very severe.
He al ay

left his car unlocked wit

the seat

to prove this point.

how he coul

our

ackages on

At the ti e I wondered

be so confident with so many people

alking

around who w re actually starving.

One would think that

an open car would be irresistable.

While no one seemed

to want to admit it, it was soon obvio s that every
home owner felt compelled to protect his property by
elaborate gates and grill'ork.
single home I saw in
or country.

This appl

aiti, whether it

d to every

as in the city

This extensive use of wrought iron gri

s

is almost symbo ic of the extreme separation that exist
in Haiti between the rich and poor. not to for'et the la.ck
of trust and communication.

While the rich m y enjoy a

life With modern conveniences and comforts. t e poor
never

1

spect of

them any security or respite fro
eing robbed.

Rega

less of

the pro

ow magnificent

the view th t these upper cIa s Haitians have from their
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splendid mountain vi las, it is ironic that they must
always

100

at t em through bars of wrought iron.

Perhaps discontentment and hunger breed a
for creativit.

aybe

there is something to the

about the starving artists.

clich~

Certainly, there is an

a undance of all of these in Haiti.
groups working ther

esire

Various missionary

seem to be guided by the princ1ple

that they can he p these Haitians most by giving them an
opportunity for creative expression, and thereby gl ing
them a means of support.

I visited several places where

Haitians were being taught to be carpenter
weavers.

t

potters, and

Their work was exceptionally 6ood.

if these missionaries and teachers were simply
and re-channeling latent skills into
press! n, with extraordinary result •

It wa

as

- trecting

new means of ex

2J

aT?
s was 1n icate

the description of Ha tit

the primitive en ironment and culture play an eno
o

Art n can refer e the

role in stimulating art.

to the actual mot1vat1
1s created.

It 1s

to create, or to that which
contention tha

the actual prim

itive environment, which in most cases has more than
its share of hariship

and diseas • demands a crea

outlet as a momen ary e cape from the
existence.

This c

certainly

the same manner. the people of
a grea

deal

0

motio

rials of dei y

e seen 1n Hait.

In

ew Guinea seem to

and fee ing

to the

ut

art,

indicating. perhaps, that their art serves as a
ed creative outle.

ve

he very fact

e

hat these people

devote practic 11y all of their efforts to the problems
of survival alone, and that many are cannibalistic,
seems to suggest that they wou dave
art.

ittle time for

th kno led e of the enVironment from which they

originate. it 1s surpr sing to find sculpture which i
so masterfully carved.
" ceanic ar
b

was one a

discovered, It indicative

the
0

comparatively long period of tim
less interested 1n the'dream

orl

st p!'imitive ar
he fact that for
modern artists wer
and s bconscl0

S,'f
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or th

magic art f

m Oceania. tha

1n the"geometr1cal

6
ly oriented art fro

iegro Afr ca.

Both Ocean a and

elanesia are names given to the regio
ac1 10 where New
of the

ui~ea

is

of the South

ocate. An understanding

cean1c culture is needed to comprehen

1ficance

0

its art.

p cially important
betwe

.the 51 

t~nding

A cultural under

s es-

this case because the relationship

form and content is so signif1cant.
Origina ly, th

elanes ans migrated from

diverse areas of the Asiat c mainland,

for~ing

Some merged into homegeneo s groups,

lIe others main

taine

c

their orlgl

backgrounds of thes

tural identity.

Melanesians

er

tribes.

T e c Itural

further d1 vers1

y the environmental cond tions With which they were

fie

a the varlous South S a Islands,

faced

New Zealand. There wa

ustra 1a. and

a great amo nt of

intercha~e

etween the islands them elves, though no contributl0
came

rom outsi ers.

Due to its proxim1ty to the equator,

the climate of Me anesia is generally qUite hot and humid.

Th

crocodile is the lar est animal t

inha it the

jung eSt and brilliantly colored birds are abundant.
Voloanic eruptions, tidal wav s. an
matic

aVor to the dally eXistence of the natives.

6
Linton, Ralph and

p.7-8.

torms lend a dra

ingert,

aI,

ard-
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ship due to environment and disease are an every day
occurance.

In summa

,Oceania

s a region of con

trasts, like Haiti, where the idyllic aspect that one
expects from tropical islands
position with

8

in constant

xta

he precariousness of human eXistence

upon t em.
Dead Birds, a

ocumentary film on

of the Papuan region of New Gulne
impression

0

Ne

Guinea.

t

he Dan1 t lb

gives a different

The Dani

0

not seem to be

in any conflict with their temperate env ronment, b
hey live a basic eXistence by grow no sweet potatoe ,
raising pigs, and engaging in r tualistic wa s w h
their neighboring

ribes to appease the gods.

sid

from these activities, t e Dani seem to do litt e el e.
It surprised me to note the lack of artistic enterprise
among p ople who appear to have an environment except
ionally condu iv

to creativity.

Perhaps, aga1 , on

can conclude that people seek creat1v
gr ate

outlets to a

extent under more adverse, threatening

ondit

ion , than in a more secure society such as that of the
ani.

paral e

can be drawn between the Papuan areas

of central New Guinea an

7

~.,

8

the mountain regions

p.75.

GUiart, Jean, Arts of the

outh Pacific, p.l.

of Haiti.

/
,..'.", I

oth are more temperate in c imate
ea ier.

making survival

In additio , the smaller population in th

areas makes the general standard of living hi her.

The

pre ence of qrtisti

n

Jungl

expression

y people w

regions compared to the 1 c

live

of art produce

people from mountsi ous regions, becomes obvio
study of this sort.

by

in a

For this reaso , it is the art and

culture of the coastal (jungle) regions of New G inea
tha

is of primary concern to this study.

The cult ral

ifferences and variations, such as Ian uage and iso a
tionism, account for the small local culture complexes,
9
eac with its 0
distinctive art tyle and traditio.
Briefly, the

r

of New Guinea serves to support

two types of religious spirits. the spirits of the dead
the spirits of natura

(ancester cUlt),
mythology.

forces

0

This is done through initiation rites and

ceremonies that call for the making of clubs, paddles,
masks,~~d

drums.

secular dancing, a

There are also carvings produced for
distinguished from ceremonial danc

ng.

All of these carvings are made from stone, shell,
10
or teet •
In the art of

ew

uinea, geometric designs are wlde

ly used, although many other motifs are based on the

9

Wingert, cp.cit., p.191.

10

Linto

and Wingert,

p.cit., p.76.
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human due to a preoccupation wit
rt work take

the body an

head.

the form of ceremonial objects, for

which a heightened emotional effect is desired.

The

carvings are decorated with feathers, teeth, an
shells to he

11

achieve this desired dramatic

uality.

There are two major art traditions in New Guinea.
Of the two, only the first 1s of part cular concern,
since the

mphasis of this

tudy is almost entirely

upon

he actual design content in primitive art.

n

this

irst tradition, dramatic effects through dlstor

tion, strong color contrasts, huge size, plus bold interp ay of curve

ine and sur ace, dominate.

The sensual

organic forms seem to contain powerful magic.

This

style is characteristic of the Papuan Gulf, Sepik,
Hebrides, an

New Br tian areas of

second tradition, that

0

th

ew Guinea.

he

Massim region, restricts

the emotional aspects of the sculpture by a more formal
treatment and smaller size.

The figure

and elegance. but lack the vi rant drlvi
12
first tradl tion.

1

12
U:,g.

have a dignity
force of the
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WHAT ARE THE

Bec~use

the richness of design, rather than the

over all sculntural

sh~pe

of the object, is superior

to any other area of primitive art, the major por
lied design analysis of this project cen

tion of

ters around the Seplk R1 ver, Papuan Gulf, and Lake
Se~tani

regions of New Guinea.

The multiplicity of

detqil and the contrast between light and dark areas,
to mention just two, make these designs distinctive
in tArms of their design content.
desi~n

As a result, the

motifs incised on these sculptures can be i80

lated, and related to modern design.

While other re-

glans of the world produce primitive art, none of them
have ornamental design of the strength fouhd in New
Guinea.
Of the three stylistic areaS of New Guinea to
be

~entioned

in particular, the Sepik River region

is the richest, not only in New Gulneat but in al
l)

most Bll primitive art.

Shapes are combined in a

wierd, fantastic mannert yet they still seem to be

1}
Wln~ertt Ope cit.,

p.196.
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rooted in reality.

There is

a~

ort inality of comp

osition and an expressive vigor that give expression
to the presence of a real spirit in the forms.
predoml~qnce

A

of color serves for both decorative

and descriptive purposes.

are eX8ggerated.

The elements of design

To use the words of Paul Wingert,

nnaturallstlc forms are interpreted, dismembered,
and then reassembled to form very often dramatic t

and

14

always powerfUl aesthetic expression."

In still

other words, Wingert speaks of Sepik art as

.1

sur

realistic wlerdness, unreality of being, openness
of

desl~~

15

forms.

and compositional integration of diverse

As is shown in drawing 11, the fluid curves,

hiehly controlled, move rhythmically over the sur
face to unite all of the shapes into one integrated
design.

It 1s no wonder that design motifs of this

control and expressive content excell among works
by primitlvean.

While the Seplk designs are among the most
of primitive art. the designs of the Papuan

rekno

Gulf region are also notable.

14
Ibid., p.197.

15

I hi d.

t

p. 207 •

In Papuan designs
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there is a comblnatton of angular and of curvi
linear mottfs, while the Sepik desl ns are only
cur\r'111 near..

It 1 s in the Papuan designs, espec

ially. that the a parent bilateral symmetry appears.
The illusion of bilateral symmetry is produced by
balancing asy

et'r1cal elements.

Drawing 111 1 s a

perfect example of this apparent symmetry.
patterns are consistent in

Papua~

art.

Stylist1c

The lack of

controlled definition of design outlines produces
vigor and creative force, perhaps indicating that
the art results from a subconscious rather than a

16

physical experience with reality.
The art of Lake Sentan! 1s not considered to
be among the two major art traditions in New Guinea,
but in my estimation, it stands equal to the art of
the 3eplk River and the Papuan Gulf.

The strength

of Lake Senteni art 1s derived from its exceptional
crafts~ship a~d

mastery of material, coupled with

an 0utstanding sense of balance and feeling for pro

1?
portion.

There are two types of

Sent~~

sculpture:

16
Ibid, p.230.

17

Kooijman,S., The Art of Lake Sentani, p.24 o
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im~ortant

to this study. the objects with incised,

two-dimensional ornamentation, and the three-dimen
aional bowls or drums.

The applied decorative pat

terns of these objects are my primary concern.

The

form of the patterns adapts to the shape of the
object which it adorns.

As can be seen in the nmother

and child" figures , found in draWing iv, the dynamic
q~allty

characteristic of the Seplk or Papuan areas

1s replaced by a cool restraint.

Curvilinear or spiral

motifs are adapted to the shape of the object.

Styl

18
lzed frog-like animals appear as a frequent motif.
The most significant feature of this art is the t·usual
restraint of the Sentani style's controlled Inter

19
plaY of symmetrically balanced lines and shapes. II
Basically, then,

t~ls

style contains a highly devel

oped feeling for balance as can be seen in the con
trolled forms and interplay of lines in
surf8ce patterns.

de~orat1ve

There 1s a feeling of repose that

is antithetical to the dramatic emotion contained in
the art of other areas of New Guinea.

In addition,

thiS art aims at both simple and complex symmetry,

18

19

I bi d., p. 1 7 -18 •
I bl d., P • 2 J •

)2

20
whlch it

gen~rally

I mean that

~hlle

achieves with effort.

By effort.

the Sentanian artist is constant

ly striving toward symmetry, he finds it difficult
to actleve.

This direct attempt to achieve symmetry

is contrary to the
b8l~nce.

The art of

P~puan
Lp~e

desire for asymmetrical

Sentani proved to be the

most valuable source of variable design motifs.

There

fore, the majority of draWings included in this
paper are directly related to the design of this par
ticular area of New Guinea, as can be seen in the
ex~~ples,

v through xxvi.

20

Gulart, Jean, op.clt., p.160-L
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..:..;,WH=.=AT.::........:I::..;S;:;......;;T=H;;.;:;E~==A=T=-I
~~ CONT~1PORARY

O. SHI P B

WEEN PRI MITIVE

ARTISTS?

As an introduction to my style as it relates
to primitive art. & discussion of the relationship
between primitive and contemnorary artists in gener
al ls necessary.

I

want to know how one can develop

a style. presumably without outside influence. which
strongly relates to work done in far removed times
and places.

That is to say, I

am not particularly

concerned with avowed Jlexotics" or eclectics. who
21
borrow and recombine ideas from other cultures.
Rather, I am concerned with those untrained, intuitive
artists who unwittingly develop design motifs that
are the same as those from other cultures.
there

Obviously.

re only so many variations a line can assume

on a given plane, therefore, it is perfectly logical
to expect artists to "create" simillar design motifs.
However, while the primitive artist is limited by the
tools

~~d

materials available to him, the contempor

ary artist has an abundance of available media.

Yet,

the contemporary artist often chooses to limit his

21
Read, op.clt.,

p.43.
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work in much the same way as the primitive artist
would.

This

ee s to indicate that the contempor

ary artist seeks the characteristic simplicity of
line and strong emotion of primitive design, such as
is found in New. Guinea.

The contemporary artist,

however, often falls to achieve this same i

pact

because he tries to create without the presence of
the inner emotional motivation that
strength to primitive art.

ves the real

This fundamental emo

tion is the essence of any primitive art work.

As

Speiser suggests, the primitive artist is not seek
ing the

be~

tiful t yet he often achieves it, while

the contemporary artist deliberately seeks a pleas
1ng expression Without the primary e otional ~otiva
22
tion.
Of course, any artist can benefit from
primi ti ve des'

fundamentals, however, there 1s

less of a chance that these motifs will
same strength an

ave the

impact for a contemporary artist

as thp.y have for the prim1 tl ve arti at in a prim1
tlve context.
There are

Jl1~y

m,")dern adaptations of prim1 ti ve

desl n that do not have the lnltial emotional stimu
latlon, yet they still succeed as effective design

22
Speiser, op.cit., p.13 2 •
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~ow~v~r,

motifs.

while there may be an obvious

visual relqtlonship between the desi n motifs of
primitive and modern cultures, the
in many cases 1s simply borrowi

adem artist
the motifs with

out understanding the emotion that stimulated its
creation.
pri~itive

As a result, modern design based on
art

sQ~etimes

or naively child-Ilke.
cause of this
rather

tha~

mod~rn

seems lacking in substance,
I believe that it is be

corruption of primitive art,

from the authentic primitive design it

self, that the term "primi ti ve" aco.ui res its per
jorative connotation.
Ther~

are also modern designers who intuitive

ly create motifs that are strongly related to prim
itive designs.

Before this stUdy, my work was char

acteristic of this last category.

Now, after thor

oughly studying the basic fundamentals from several
regions of New GUinea, my own style, originally re
lated to that of New GUinea, has become related in
a more specific manner.

This has occurred as a

result of working directly With the motifs from the
Lake Sentani,

Papu~n

Gulf,

a~d

Sepik River areas,

bringing to them my own innovations and variations.
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HOW DID I DEVELOP DH'SIGNS WEICH DERIVE
FRO

UTIVE ART?

The stren th of the basic

ew Guinean design motifs

1s supported by the fact that the primitive designs in
cluded in this paper, in addition to others that were
too le.rge to be included, maintained their forceful
ness despite the various changes

in~llcted

on them.

The most obvious contrast that eXists between the orig
inal primitive designs and my variations of thp.G 1s
in the symmetry.

The primitive motifs appear symmetri

cal, while my interpretations of them are invariably
and unconsciously

asJ~etrical.

A comparison of my

design With primitive design demonstrates the fact
that a

s~mmetrical

primitive design looks surprising

ly contemporary when it 1s mfllde strongly asymmetrical.
This

pparent symmetry, however, 1s misleading. While

the two sides are carefully balanced, ap earing symmet
rical, they are never identically matched, as is evi
dent in the .t'apuan drawing, 111.
Using

reglon~

motifs, such as those from Lake

Sentan1, Papuan Gulf, and Seplk -...1 ver, I made draw
ings 1n an

atte~npt

to understand the workings of the
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actual motifs themselves.

Upon closer scrutiny,

what at first appear to be simple curvilinear designs
prove to be interwoven patterns of surprising com
plexity and imagination.

One can appreciate this

by making a copy of these designs and thereby dis
covering the intricacies of each.

After obtaining

a working comprehension of the principles behind
these motifs, I began to use the same principles to
create my own designs.

In this way. the primitive

and the contemporary were being united through my
new creations.
Due to the strength
deslg~ ~otifs

a~d

consistency of the

used to decorate their sculptures,

the L~e Sentanl region offers the most inspiration
and stimulation to the creative aspect of this pro
ject.
th~

There are three major design motifs found in

incised pattern ornamentation of Lake Sentanl

art that are of partioular interestl the curvi
linear, or spiral (drawings v-xv), the S (drawings
xix - xxi), and the spiral-triangular combination
(Xxii - xxv).

While there are still other motifs

included among these drawings, these three basic
desi~s

stimulated the majority of the creative work

of this study.
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Without question, the spiral is one of the
most significant and universal design motifs of all
time.

The Sentani sculpture designs use these spiral

motifs mainly in interwoven chains of pattern, in
stead of a s ngular motif.
cre~tion

inal

Rather than in the orig

of the spiral motif, which can be found

in many diverse times and places. but in the process
of

com~inin~

the motifs With each other, lies the

real challenge for the creator.

The simple spiral

motif found in draWings v and vi show the two basic
means of expressing the spiral.

The first utilizes

line to create an outline, while the second emphasizes
boldness of one Wide line to create a pattern.

In

the latter, the interplay between, and role of black
,0,'1d

whl te shapes is of equal Importl'ln c e, whll e the

former is c1 i?A.rly a drawl ng 01' bla'ok lines upon a
white surface.

The patternson page vii show these

two effects side by Side.

Drawing vii is still

another attempt to achieve variation With the more
linear spiral motif.
ever, the
in an

SB~e

In drawings iX,

- xlv, how

basic interwoven spiral motif 1s used

unpl~~ed.

free-form design which by its asym
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metrical, non-traditional composition beco es con
temporary; a

contr~st

to the highly symmetrical, or

patterns~

dered Sentan1

Yet, in drawing x, a modern

effect is ach). eved wi thout "'symmetri cal means.
ordered symmetry is
ch
a

The

intained, but by a slight

e in the b sic shqpe of the spiral as a whole,
compl~tely

different feeling results.

any of these

spiral drawings were, for the most part, an attempt
to understand the actual motif.

It 1s surprisingly

difficult to copy these interlocking desig s

accur~

ately, muoh less to originate one's own without under
standi

how they are put together.

Once I finally

caught on to the basic theory behind them, I made
many variations,

so~e

of which appear in draWings

v - rv.
The S motif is eqUally universal in popular
ity

~tth

the spiral, though it proved to be less

lm 0rtant to this study due to its limite
4

f.or variation.

an S can

potential

There are just so many variations

ssume without combining it With other

otifs, as can be seen in drawings Xix and xx.

My

portfolio of 1 rger work contains examples of pat
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terns that combtne the S mottf with others.

The S

mottf is p rtlculqrly faciuating in terms of a dia
gonal

co~~ective

pattern; however, the possibilities

of hori30ntal and vertical patterns are also qUite
interesting when the S is reversed or alternated.
I

spent a great deal of effort trying to achieve the

same proportion as eXists in the actual Sentani S
motif.

The potential value of negative shapes has

always interested me.

In draWing xxi, I tried to

use this negative value in conjunction with the S
motif.

I found that New Guinean art generally places

a great deal of emphasis upon the negative value of
des1 n

atterns.

Therefore. in order to make a

successful variation based on these patterns, one
must balance the positive and negative space in such
a way as to

ake them of equal importance.

The motif that I will arbitrarily name the
"spiral-tria~lar~

e. ting to work with.
d curvilinear
this added
at on.

motif, is one of the most interThe combination of both angular

ele~ents

within_one motif produces

egree of interest and potential for varl

An attempt to copy the original motif is noted

in drawing XXii.

Once again, it was exceedingly diffi

41

cult to copy the interlocking pattern in
manner.

p.

~recise

The other motifs on the same page are at

tempts at variation and simplification.

s noted

on the page, there are several variations th t
emphasize the negative aspects of the motif, as well
as those which modify the
motif.

ular aspects of the

Drawing xxiii is a complete study of the neg

ative shapes found in this spiral-tri8ngular motif,
:'i'!~ich

are L1tF.rlocking in a diagonal direction.

developed

t~is

Batik de igns.

I

further during January in several
These variations are continued in

the following two drawings, xxiv and xxv, where a
simplified and stylized version of the original pro
a~

iuces

r~l~ted

or1ered and balenced pattern, which 1s more
to the symmetry of

~ake

key to these designs 1s their
eac~,

Sentanl work.

i~terwoven

section of the design shares

8.

The

quality;

common, continu

ous line With its adjacent section.
Drawing xxvi 1s an extremely complicated desi

0

subtle interrelationships.

Unlike the other

motifs, this one is only complete when in an ex
tended pattern of at least three or four connected
otifs, due to the relationship that the same line
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has in each of the individual sections of the pat
tern.

It is amazingly difficult to even copy this

pattern at all correctly.

The delicate balance of

the parts, the amount of space between the parallel
hori ontal
slant, an

d vertical lines, the correct angle of
the same degree of curve, determine the

total effect of the design pattern.

Needless to

say, to achieve all of these simultaneously is quite
difficult.

The actual Sentanl designs are used on

bowls and drums, in which case the pattern 1s adapt
ed to fit the roundness, prOViding a still greater
challenge for the

~rtist.

My attempt to copy this

design, xxvi, is not at all exact, due to the fact
that I did not achieve the correct slant on each
section in a consistent manner.

As can be seen,

this design proves to be too precisely conceived
for variations to succeed. aside from variations
in proportion.
The final drawing, xxvii, from the M 8sim
r~rrlon

of New Guinea, is of another spiral motif,

whlcr. is reI ted to the preViously me tioned spirals
from Lake Sentan1.
ual object at the

I drew this one from the act
eabody

useum of Primitive Art

in Cambridge.

It was particularly hard to draw

from the actual piece because the pattern, as with
all of the patterns, was
ing t

c~rved

and not painted, mak

e reI tlonship between light and dark lines

harder to determine than it would have been, for
lnst

ce, in a photograph.

This motif Is elabor

ated upon in some of the portfolio work, and 1s also
reI ted to much of my variations of the Lake Sentani
re ion.
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HOIi DID

par

I_IVE ART H FLUENCE

1

STYLE?

The following ten circular designs show the
influence of primitive design upon my work.

There

is a greater freedom of expression in these paint
ings than in any of the other designing I did dur
1

the year.

tive design

I WaS not trying to emulate primi

fund~ental

motifs, yet the influence

of primitive art 1s undeniable in the designs.
While the photostat copies included in my paper
erc.!Jhqsi'e the design motifs in particular, the vi
brant colors of these "oreatures" dominate the
original works.

Some of the design motifs were

lost in the photos

tlng process due to the high

value hues u.sed to paint them because only the
parts of the design with strong contrast in value
printed.

I have included these

p~ntings

to show

the influence of primitive design upon an expression
of contemporary art.

They were created expressly

to serve as possible jig-saw puzzle designs.
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CO.JCLUSION

At the completion of

project of this

nature, it 1s eVident that years could be de
voted to the study of a subject which I
to fully understBnd .In one.

desl

motifs

was able ta

ac~ulre

extremely

an

underst~~ding

h~ve

r~w~rding

·Hhile this

the actual

of the basic

become a working part of

In thi.s respect,

st~rle.

~ith

creating my own from them, I

R~d

design motifs thqt
my own

By delving into a

work1~

few areas very closely,

attempted

this ha.s been an

project.

roject has proven to be ultimate

ly rew.rding, it has also been frustrating in some
respects.

Perhqps, these frustrations were In

evit ble.

I

feel

th~t

great amount of time

~t

one can easily waste a
the onset of a project

due to the necessary largeness of the initial
topic.

In tht s case, "Prim"! ti ve Art as 1 t

Relates

to Contempor:;l.ry Design " was the vast f1 eld from
which I

w~s

forced to greatly limit my topic.

Ob

Viously, one cannot study all of primitive art
~nd

all of contemporary des1.gn i

-1

a 1im1 ted pro
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ject such

this.

one must study a

Yet, to s certain extent,

l~r~e

degree of both simply to

know enough to begin a more precise study.
paradox

w~s

This

unquestlonpbly my biggest dilemma,

particularly ,considering the space of time in
which I h d to work.

The scope of primitive art

is so lar e that one can only begin to scratch
t e surface.

Even by limiting myself predomin

ately to the art of New GUinea, I do not feel
that I have exhausted every Dosslbillty that the
art of New

uln~a

has to offer.

Primitive art
and

sti~ulatlng

pl~ys

an extremely fundamental

role in the development of art.

It 1s of particular relevancy to modern art in
whioh there is en

emph~sls

inner essence of things.

on simplicity and the

While the

~odern

and

priml. tlve arti st o,ften share tr is desi re to ex
press the essence of an idea, the modern artist
can lea.rn a great deal from stud.ying the quality
and

e~otional lmp~ct

of a primitive work of art.

In me.ny resnects, the primi tl ve .<;\rtl st acnl eves
more successfully that which the modern artist 1s
seeking to
creatln

~chleve

because the primitive qrtist is

from within What the m01ern artist tries

to create superficially.
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APPENDIX OF POliT(.JLIO DBAwI.';GS

1. Copy of Lake Sentani 1esignj important for
the s-motif. The Art of Lake Sentani, p.23, fig.25.
2. Left top motif, copy of Lake Sentan! S-motlf.
Oth,ers are my vari p.tions.. The Art of Lake
Sentani., fig.24. The Arts of the South Pacific,
fig.13 2 •
3. Vana.tlons of S-motif.
4. Vari tions of S-mottf.

5. Deslgn based on S-mot1.f.
6. Design based on S-moti f.

7. Design based on S-motif.
8. Design b8.sed on S-mot1f.
9. Design b9.sed on S-moti f.
10. Copy of Liza.rd !nottf from

L~e

Senta..n1 t with

minor ch9.n, es. The Arts of the South Pacific,
f1g.63.
11. Another copy of the Lizard motif.

12. Original design, related to curvilinear motif
of L1 7 grd's tall. (See 10 and 11)

13. Variations of spiral-triangular

~otif,

Lake

Sentani.
14.

Or1gin~1

design based on Sentani curvilinear

motifs. (My f3vorltel)

APPENDIX

15. Direct copy. Lake Sentan! spiral-t.riangular
motif.

The Art of Lake

Sent~n1,

16. Origln3l design based on Sentanl

fig.74.
curviline~

motifs.
17. Original design entl tIed "Buffalo': Based on
a

cQmbinatio~

of Senten1 motifs.

18. Original design of gtrl's face.

B~sed

on

Sentani S-mo,tif. (see 1)

19. Copy of Sepik River curvilinear motif. Refer
to

dr~wing

11 in text. also. Primitive Art,

(Fraser), fig. 133.
20.

Vqria~ions

21.

Ori~lnal

of Seplk motif.

design

b~sed

on 3epik motif.

22. Original des1gn combining S-motif

~~d

curvi

linear elements.

2J.

Original design relating to Sepik curvilinear
moti fs.

24. Origlnr-li design combining many of the motlfs.

25. Attempt at a d1rect copy of Asmat motif.
"~ushroom

motif" (1) The Arts of the South Pacific.

fig.1 2 5.
26. Anothp.r :3ttempt to conQuer the "mushroom";
extremely precise

sy~etry

and positive/ nega

tive elements difficult tD ca ture.

27. Direct copy on right from Astrolabe Bay, my
variations on left. The Arts of the South
Pacifi£, fig. 252.
28. Direct copy on right from Huon Gulf, my
variation on left.

Introduction of jag ed

effect. The Art-s of the South Pacifio, fig.266.
29. Direct copy of motif from Massim Region.
The Arts of the South Pacific, fig.J18.

30.

Orlgin~

design tqken from

cl~ssim

motif.(29)

J1. Orlginal design; bolder interpretation of JO.
)2.

Orl~inal

Senten!

design combining Masslm mottf and

S-~otlf.

Not as successful as previous

two, however.
JJ. Dlr ct copy of Sentanl angular motif. Also
see

dr~wing

xxv1 in text.

Senta~, fig.61.

The Art of Lake

ABSTRA T

Primitive Art As It Relates To
Contemporary Design
by
Sandy 'iller
The purpose of this

it relate

primitive art a
dAsign.

pap~r

is to explore

to contempoary

This is accomplished by focusing a def

inition of primitive art within the sPan of histo y, by determining the scope of primitive art,
and then by rp.lating it to our contemporary soc
i€ t y.

This is

~chieved

the primit va art of H

by relating an account of
ti to it

first hand experipnce With th

culture, based on

cOlmtry during

anuary.

This is then related to a simi i r study of the art
an

culture

however,
The art

e

f

Guinea.

In the case of

ew GUinea,

1 inform1-\tion 1 s obtained through research.
ew

0

inea 1s characte ized and plqced With

in its historical context, With an explanation of
~w

hy

guinea is singlAd out for special study above

other areqS of primitive art.
Primitive art 1s related to contemporary design
through my own ori inal designs which developed as
a part

0

this stud.

These vari tions and a dis

cussion of them consist of ink draWings, circular
designs cont

ne

at the end of the paper, and an

-2

appendix describing thp, larger portfolio 'ork, not
ncluded in thp. paper.

These

drawin~s,

circu ar

designs, and the appendix are representative of the
ost important ph se of this project.

